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ABSTRACT

Due to its difficulties, many students find that writing is challenging and many teachers struggle to find effective methods to teach the skill. The primary aim of this study is to review the use of Schoology, a Learning Management System (LMS) with its peer review and discussion feature to enhance the proficiency of students in argumentative writing. The method used in this study is a case study. Subjects of this research is the second semester college students of English Education Department in Sebelas Maret University. In general, this paper reports the result of a case study research mainly talking about (1) how to enhance college students’ proficiency in argumentative writing, (2) innovative teaching practice on argumentative writing for intermediate students by using the benefits of online peer review through discussion via Schoology.
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INTRODUCTION

Language is the medium through which students can learn various skills, form their identities, and interact socially with others. Language is also the corner stone of the teaching and learning process (Bloom in Mira, 2004) [1]. Writing is a complex task involving the use and coordination of several cognitive processes. Writing is one of the most complex activities that involve grammar and semantic instruction. Teachers have always considered writing difficult to assess, measure, and analyze. Even in the 21st century, writing is still perceived as a challenging task involving a wide range of abilities.

Argumentative writing teaching has too many benefits. It can support to develop students’ critical thinking skills, which includes listening, reading, and writing skills that can support useful in both the professional and academic realms. It gives students a firm basis in logic that they may not receive in other classes. Moreover, it can assist students to be aware of persuasion and argument role in daily lives.
Although this is a very complicated unit with many complex ideas, the benefits for our students are clearly significant with the difficulty.

Accompanied by the need to improve students’ writing skills is the need to increase their proficiency level in English language. Bindu (2014) clearly stated that English value has expanded enormously in the past decade due to increasing demand of English language in jobs, growing social mobility and global competitiveness so that English becomes the most widely spoken languages in the world.

One of the characteristics of active learning is student engagement. Active learning strategies include problem-based inquiry, service learning, facilitated classroom discussion, and expository or persuasive writing. Student engagement is generally considered to be among the better predictors of learning. The premise is deceptively simple, perhaps self-evident: The more students study or practice a subject, the more they tend to learn about it. Likewise, the more students practice and get feedback on their writing, analyzing, or problem solving, the more adept they should become [2].

One of the popular learning management systems gaining popularity nowadays in the field of blended or online learning is Schoology. The researcher would like to investigate on the possibility of using the said LMS, especially on the use of discussion feature, in the effective delivery of argumentative writing lessons among college students in the university.

**METHOD OF THE RESEARCH**

This research was conducted in Paragraph Development class of English Department, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Sebelas Maret University. Subject of this research was the second semester students of academic year 2016/2017. This study used a qualitative methodology and Denzin and Lincoln’s (1994) constructivist-interpretive approach to provide insight into “…the complex world of lived experience from the point of view of those who live it” [3-4]. A case study approach seemed appropriate as, according to Creswell (2013), “…case study research involves the study of an issue explored through one or more cases within a bounded system”[5].

In this research, the researcher sought to gain an in-depth understanding of the case by collecting multiple forms of data in the form of events and documents [5]. Besides, the research data were collected using qualitative method. There are data collection techniques, namely document analysis, interview, and non-participant observation. The technique used in analyzing the data is qualitative data analysis. In this research, the steps in analyzing the data in qualitative data analysis are as follow: (1) data reduction, (2) data display, (3) conclusion drawing and verification [6].
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Schoology, a collaboration and learning tool, is a web based learning environment that will give students, teachers, and parents access to class materials and information via the internet, whether through website or Schoology application, in a full day. Schoology is free and allows online collaboration in a user friendly and secure environment for teacher to teacher, teacher to student, and even student to student. It provides the possibilities of integrating this collaboration and learning tool to customize learning for each student [7].

The design of Facebook is similar with Schoology in which messages are sent, conversations take place, statuses can be updated and information are shared within a classroom network as well as other media. Schoology involves two main contexts, namely academic information exchange and interactive communication. The first aspect is teacher can deliver academic information to students. In Schoology, students are able to access their assignments, grades, teaching materials, attendance records, and teacher feedback on electronically-submitted task. Communication between teachers and students increased by the access to this information and holds students academic responsibilities. The second aspect that Schoology has capitalized on is teachers can make collaborative groups, discussion questions, or assignments that provide students and their teachers a dynamic interaction. For example, students participating in writing assignment can ask questions and post comments about classmates’ work. They can also provide feedback on each of their friends writing. Teachers can monitor these discussions and participate in by giving corrective feedback of their assignment [8].

Innovative Teaching Practice on Argumentative Writing

![Image](Figure 1. Teaching Instruction in Teaching Argumentative Writing)
Figure 1, a screen shot taken from the writer’s Schoology account, shows the content of teaching materials which then will be covered in the topic of argumentative writing. Materials which are included are 1) integrating Grammarly in paragraph writing, 2) topic sentence and thesis statement, 3) relationship between paragraph and essay, 4) basics of a good topic sentence, 5) some specific element that are needed in an argumentative writing, and 6) four basics of good argumentative paragraph. All of those materials are explained by the lecturer by using Project Based Learning (PBL) method of teaching. It means the students are asked to do a final assignment as a project which is a final writing of argumentative essay. The steps on doing the PBL are described in the following paragraph.

First, all the materials in Schoology are explained by the lecturer in seven meetings. Students were asked to do some activities in the form of discussion and assignment in Schoology as can be seen in the Figure 1 as follows:

1. Practice developing a good topic sentence
2. Pre-write to make possible position, reason, evidence, and counter arguments based on chosen topic
3. Make a list of position, reason, evidence, and counter arguments
4. Make an outline of a paragraph
5. Make a draft of a paragraph
6. Evaluate a draft of a paragraph
7. Revise a draft of a paragraph
8. Evaluate a revised paragraph
9. Post a work in Schoology's discussion page
10. Give feedback to students' work in Schoology's discussion page.

Students were asked to do peer review through discussion activities for all of the items above in their own Schoology account. On the discussion page, the lecturer will give evaluation and score for the participation and engagement students have during discussion. Some assignments in the form of discussion activities used by the lecturer to teach Argumentative Writing are shown in the Figure 2 below.
In the discussion assignment of What is an argumentative essay and what are its elements?, argumentative paragraph – outline of a paragraph, and argumentative paragraph – draft of a paragraph; students were asked to get involved in those activities by giving peer review such as feedbacks, comments, and suggestions to their friends’ postings or works. Peer review activities through discussion via Schoology can be seen in Figure 3 below.
Figure 3. Dimas’s work and his friends’ peer review

From the Figure 3 above, it can be seen that most of students provide peer review by leaving comments and giving their opinion about Wifi Connection, the topic Dimas choose as his draft of paragraph for this assignment. For example, Erika gave opinion that Wifi connection sometimes dangerous and Adib could be more careful in connecting his gadget to unsecured public Wifi. Moreover, students also gave peer review by leaving feedbacks and suggestions to Dimas such as uploading in the form of document file by Fanisa, giving advice about punctuation by Ayu and Erika, giving suggestion about indentation by Fanisa, Desi and Denita, and adding some definition about Wifi by Majid. Similarly, students gave peer review on Fanisa’s work as can be seen in Figure 4 below.
From the Figure 4 above, it can be seen that most of students provide peer review by leaving comments and giving their opinion about junk food, the topic Fanisa choose as her draft of paragraph for this assignment. For example, Erika liked Fanisa idea and gave opinion that junk food brings more harm than good for our body. “You add some strong evidence that convince us a lot, but on your last sentence, I think it is better to say “it is better if we avoid junk food, so we can keep our body stay healthy.””

Likewise, students also gave peer review by leaving feedbacks and suggestions to Fanisa such as correcting grammatical errors by Erika, giving advice to add supporting sentences by Dwi, adding more counters by Desy, and giving more example about high calories food by Alifiana.

Figure 4. Fanisa’s work and his friends’ peer review

From the Figure 4 above, it can be seen that most of students provide peer review by leaving comments and giving their opinion about junk food, the topic Fanisa choose as her draft of paragraph for this assignment. For example, Erika liked Fanisa idea and gave opinion that junk food brings more harm than good for our body and Majid could know the bad effects of junk food. Likewise, students also gave peer review by leaving feedbacks and suggestions to Fanisa such as correcting grammatical errors by Erika, giving advice to add supporting sentences by Dwi, adding more counters by Desy, and giving more example about high calories food by Alifiana.
The Impact of Discussions on Student Engagement Discussions

Discussions are one of the easiest and most effective tools for assessing students and engaging learners in conversations. Each discussion contains threaded commenting that allows students to respond to each other’s comment. So while students are receiving feedback from their peers, they are gaining valuable formative feedback from the conversation.

Discussions provide chances to have practice on communication skills, critical thinking, contextual language, digital responsibility, and building relationships with teachers and classmates [9]. They also increase student engagement by way of authenticity, active participation, and student agency. Participation is one of those instructional strategies, straightforward, expected, and often quite successful at accomplishing a number of learning goals.

Students’ Perception on Using Schoology in the Argumentative Writing Class

In an interview with highly motivated learners, they said Schoology LMS for the teaching of argumentative essay is accessible very fast through its downloadable mobile application. Moreover, the subjects revealed that using Schoology LMS made them more responsible and self-confident since the teacher does not tell when the materials will be uploaded exactly. Finally, the activities that students are assigned such as peer review and give feedbacks on their friends’ work in the form of discussion activities have encouraged students to think more critically. Thus, it can be determined that online peer review through discussion via Schoology can support facilitate to enhance students’ proficiency in higher education about argumentative writing. This statement is in line with the result of Sicat’s experimental research which concludes that the LMS Schoology in addition to the traditional method of teaching can help facilitate in enhancing the college students’ proficiency in Business Writing [10].

Tips and Tricks for Creating Effective Class Discussions

Discussion in Schoology courses provides some benefits for teachers and students. However, it is necessary to know the best practice to do such kind of activities. Here are a few tricks the writer have learned for making discussions more effective and engaging overall. First, encourage students to use different media such as audio and video to give an idea and peer review during discussion activities. Second, have students comment on each other’s posts and lead the conversation. Third, ask students to clarify questions and issues for all participants as they arise. Fourth, model civility and respect and have students practice the same. Fifth, encourage conceptual risk taking to push critical thinking and build a climate of trust.
CONCLUSION

Based on the results and discussion above, the researcher concludes that online peer review through discussion via Schoology can help facilitate in enhancing the college students’ proficiency in Argumentative Writing by giving some activities in the form of discussion to ask students give peer review, feedback, comment, suggestion, and opinion to their friends’ work. It is necessary to inform the students that the discussion activities will be evaluated and scored so that they will get involve and participate in every discussion. Then, a few tricks for making discussions more effective and engaging overall are encourage the use of different media, have students comment on each other’s posts and lead the conversation, clarify questions and issues, ask students to respect, and encourage conceptual risk taking.
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